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1. Introduction 

This paper refers lo a study carried out at the Institute for Computational Linguistics 
in Pisa as part of a project concerning the Italian Machine Dictionary ( D M I ) as a lex
ical database. 

Within the field of computational linguistics there is an increasing need to re
present the lexical entry in a consistent and exhaustive way, so that all the syntactic 
and semantic implications of the lemma are made explicit. In particular a lexical 
entry, for example of a verb, can be considered exhaustive if it is represented not only 
with ils syntactic but also semantic features which must be given a unitary represen
tation whenever possible. Over the last years a systematic study of the lexicon has 
shown that classes of verbs with homogeneous meanings often have a similar beha
viour at the syntactic level. Furthermore, the morphological links which exist in a lan
guage are all strictly connected with syntactic and semantic attributes. They represent 
different structuring levels within the lexicon with many regular features which can be 
usefully correlated to particular semantic and syntactic aspects. In a previous study 
examining more than 20,000 nouns and adjectives derived by suffixation we connect
ed morphologic and semantic features, and we created a new cluster in the database 
where these links were physically represented by means of pointers and semantic 
codes. For all these reasons the starting point of this work was also derivational 
morphology and the grammatical category considered was lhat of the verb. 

In view of the electronic processing to be adopted, among lhe more than 6,000 
derived verbs present in the database, we decided to choose the subset showing the 
largest number of regularities from both a semantic and a syntactic point of view. 

The aim of our research was to make explicit some features which could not be 
immediately retrieved from thc database but which have come out during our analy
sis. 

The following were the most importanl phases of our work: 

a) to explicit the link between thc verb and its base in order to enable 
the connection with other derivatives from the same base and therefore to re
fer to the work already carried out for the adjectives and the nouns. E.g: 

lncuriosire (to make curious) Curioso (curious) 
Curioso (curious) ^ lncuriosire (to make curious) 
Curioso (curious) ^ Curiosità (curiosity) 

b) to analyze the causative/inchoative alternation largely present in the 
subset; 

c) to check whether the subset presented other significant regularities 
even from the point of view of the aktionsart; 

d) to codify the regularities identified. 
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2. Description of the corpus 

A s already said, the subset is considerably homogeneous both from the morphologi
cal and the semantic/syntactic point of view. It mainly consists of a group of verbs de
rived from nouns and adjectives (mostly parasynthetic) which indicate processes of 
transformation and change. This semantic feature appears clearly, at the lexico
graphical level, from the repetition in all their definitions, of two identical models or 
formulae which alternate according to whether the verb is observed in its transitive 
or intransitive use (and relevant meaning). The two genus terms are 'to make' (Ita
lian = 'rendere', in a few cases 'to reduce', Italian = 'ridurre') in its transitive use and 
'to become' (Italian = 'diventare' or 'divenire') in its intransitive use, as we can see 
from the following examples: 

Acidificare = rendere acido (to make acid) 
Acidificare = diventare acido (to become acid) 
Aggravare = rendere più grave, pesante (to make worse, heavier) 
Aggravare = diventare più grave, pesante (to become worse, heavier) 
Assordare = rendere sordo (to deafen) 
Assordare = diventare sordo (to become deaf) 
Imbellire = rendere bello (to make beautiful) 
Imbellire = diventarc bello (to become beautiful) 
Ingrassare = rendere grasso (to makc fat) 
Ingrassare = diventare grasso (to become fat) 
Invecchiare = rendere vecchio (to make old) 
Invecchiare = diventare vecchio (to become old) 

From a quantitative point of view the corpus is formed by approximately 1,700 
definitions but the lexical entries of the database to which they refer are more than 
half that number, since there are (although not very many) cases of only transitive 
verbs such as: 'allergizzare', 'aromatizzare', and others of only intransitive verbs such 
as 'imbarbogire', 'imbolsire'. 

In this respect, it is interesting to note that the verbs having only the transi
tive form are in most cases suffixed verbs (ending in -izzare, -ificare) or verbs cre
ated by transcategorization, while the verbs having only the intransitive form are 
generally the prefixed ones. From a morphological point of view the verbs are divi
ded into: 

a) derivatives by simple transcategorization, such as 'fiorire', 'chiarire', 
'scurire'; 

b) derivatives by suffixes, such as 'acidificare', 'chiarificare', 'centraliz-
zare'; 

c) derivatives by prefixes and transcategorization or parasynthetic deriva
tives such as 'arrossire', 'imbalordire', 'indebolire', 'invecchiare'. 

The most frequent prefix is in-, which implies movement towards a state, a con
dition ('imbel!ire', 'invecchiare', 'incivilire'), followed by a-, in the sense of approach, 
direction, trend ('addomesticare', 'abbrutire', 'allentare'), ri- with an intensive or re
petitive value or both ('rammorbidire', 'rasserenare', 'riabilitare'), s- with an inten-
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sive value as in ('scaldare', 'slargare') or a deprivative value as in ('sfoltire', 'spi-
grire'), and also di-, de-, dis-, with both deprivative ('depilare') and intensive value 
('disseccare'). The most frequent suffix is -izzare followed by -ificare. 

One interesting feature within the corpus is represented by the multiple forma-
lions from the same base. These are very frequent (as we can see in Table A ) and 
they are duc to either syntactic or semantic differentiations, or to diachronic stratifi
cations caused by changes in thc use of the language. 

In many cases a form has become obsolete and has thus been substituted by 
another form derived from the same base but with a different prefix or different class 
ofconjugation, as we can see in these examples: 

Chiarare 
Scurare 
Abbruttire 
Sterilire 

(obsolete) Chiarire 
Scurire 
Imbruttire 
Isterilire 

(new form) 

In other cases, different prefixes give an opposite meaning as in: 

Ingrassare 
Associare 
Infiammare 
Gassarc 

Sgrassare 
Dissociare 
Sfiammare 
Sgassare 

or a different meaning, as in: 

Allargare 
Appianare 
Affilare 

Slargare 
Spianare 
SfiIare 

or opposition literal sense/figurative sense: 

Avvelenare (both literal and figurative sense) 
Invelenire (only figurative sense) 
Addolcire (both literal and figurative sense) 
Indolcire (only literal sense) 

Another different case is that in which lhe prefix or the change of conjugation 
(are/ire) distinguishes different meanings which are due lo polysemic or homographic 
bases. Thus wc have: 

Ammollare 
Ammollire 
Ammezzare 
Ammezzire 
Allentare 
Rallentare 

from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 

molle 
molle 
mezzo 
mezzo 
lento 
lento 

= wet 
= tender 
= half 
= rottcn 
= loose 
= slow, etc. 
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3. Grammatical category and ergativity 

Following the analyses proposed by a number of linguists (e.g. Perlmutter, Burzio) 
the most recent proposals of lexicographers are in favour of a grammatical descrip
tion of the verbal entries which go beyond the distinction between the transitive and 
the intransitive form. In particular importance has been given lo the concept of erga
tivity, by which it is possible to describe the regular behaviour of a wide class of verbs 
which present an alternation between the transitive and the intransitive form, often 
defined as causative/inchoative alternation, as for example in: 

Mary broke the glass 
The glass broke 

This phenomenon is also present in Italian verbs, and the majority of the verbs 
of our corpus is involved in this type of alternation. E.g.: 

1) il fabbro arroventa il ferro 
2) il ferro si arroventa 
3) troppo sole fa avvizzire /avvizzisce la pelle 
4) la pelle si avvizzisce / avvizzisce al sole 
5) Luisa si impigri / impigri e non fece più ginnastica 
6) il caldo fece impigrire / impigri Luisa 
7) tutte le guerre del passato impallidiscono di fronle aH'ultima 
8) il terrore fece impallidire / impallidi il volto di Luisa 
9) i commercianli ribassano i prezzi 

10) quando la domanda cala i prezzi ribassano 
11) i falegnami invecciano il legno con prodotti speciali 
12) si sa che il fumo fa invecchiare la pelle 
13) Io scrittore, dimenticato, invecchio' in miseria 
14) * Giorgio evapora l'acqua 
15) Giorgio fa evaporare l'acqua 
16) l'acqua evapora 

The causative/inchoative alternation can be expressed in Italian in two ways 
which seem to depend on the specific verb, and for this reason it cannot be predic
ted. 

The first consists in the regular alternation as in English between transitive and 
non-transitive form, with no other morphosyntactic detail (examples 9 and 10). 

The second way in which the alternation appears is with the pronominal form 'si' 
with the non-transitive form of the verb (examples 1 and 2). 

This is a first important division regarding the morphosyntactic behaviour of 
these verbs. 

The other examples reported show several variations either in the causative 
construction, where one can either use or not use the causative auxiliary 'fare' (see 
examples 3, 6), or in the inchoative construction where we can use or not the prono
minal form 'si' (examples 4, 5). The causative form 'fare' can be used with most of the 
verbs, but in the particular subset we are considering, this type of construction makes 
it possible to re-establish a symmetry when the transitive version of the alternation is 
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missing (see examples 14, 15 and 16). In the other cases it is only a stylistic variation 
(but it is preferred when the transitive version of the verb is no longer topical as 
in 8). 

Summing up, the verbs which present the causative/inchoative alternation in Ital
ian are distributed according lo thc following schema: 

The type Ribassare belongs to column A , the type Arrovcniare to column B , the 
lype Evaporare lo column C , the types Avvizzire or Impigrire can behave according 
lo any of the above models. 

4. Aktionsart 

A s it is well known, the verbal action or aktionsart constitutes a semantic feature of 
lhe verb which is connected with aspect; however, while the aspect is strictly linked to 
lhe paradigm of tenses, the aktionsart is essentially connected with a lexical choice, 
and for this reason il is of considerable inleresl in a general analysis of lhc lexicon. In 
lhis sludy on lhc meaning of a particular subset of verbs, il was important to consider 
this characteristic and also useful in order to increase semantic information in lhe 
D M I . A s regards lhe aktionsart we have considered the concepts of duration or 
«lime» and goal or «telos» as elements pertinent to our analysis. With regard to time 
the vcrbs can bc divided into 'duralive' or 'non-durative'. The 'durative' verbs are op
posed to lhe 'non-durative' since the latter are verbs in which the action can be con
sidered as started and finished at the very same moment. In this respect, a verb like 
'addormentarsi' = to go to sleep (non durative) is opposed lo the verb 'dormire' = to 
sleep (durativc). With regard to goal or «telos», the verbs can be seen as actions or 
processes directed towards a specific change, slate, condition thal can be achieved or 
not; in this respect thc vcrbs can be divided into Accomplishment and Achievement 
(following Vendler's classic scheme '67) or in Rtsultativi and Trasfonnativi (using 
Italian terms, following Bertinetlo's classification '86). Let us now consider lhe set of 
the verbs which we have chosen. 

All ihese verbs are characterized by lhe movement towards a slate or con
dition represented by the adjective or by lhe noun from which they are derived: 

Arroventare . . . . ^ rovenle = red-hot 
Ingrassare. . . . . . ^ grasso = fat 
Addolcire . . . . . . dolce = sweet 
Imbellirc . . ^ beIlo = beautiful 
Depurarc . . . . . . puro = clear 
Rasserenare . . . . ^ sercno = quiet 
Allargare . . . . . . ^ largo = wide 

For this reason, by representing a process or a specific change, all these could be 
considered telic verbs and as a matter of faci for each of these verbs it is possible lo 

Causative 
Inchoative 

A 
V 
V 

B 
V 
S1 + V 

c 
F A + V 
V 
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identify a context where the adverbial 'in x lime', which is the syntactic test adopted by 
most of linguists to check this feature, is appropriate. What remains suspended is the 
actual completion of the process, which is nearly always likely lo continue. 

In this respect it must be noted that also lhe affixes give the sense of duration in 
time: while in- and a- imply not only the beginning but also an indefinite increase, this 
is not true for thc suffixed verbs in -ificare, -izzare which give the idea of a process 
which takes place in various phases, with a beginning, a centre and a definite conclu
sion. It must also be noted that there is a difference between the transitive and the in
transitive meaning of the verb with regard to the aktionsart. Let us consider for exam
ple the verb Addolcire in thc two following sentences: 

Lucia addolcisce il caffe' (sweetens the coffee) 
Lucia addolcisce con gli anni (softens with age) 

We observe that the transitive use of the verb can be belter placed among lhe 
Accomplishment or Risullativi, while the intransitive version is certainly to be placed 
among the Achievement or Transformativi. 

This characteristic alternation appears with regularity in most of the verbs we are 
considering, so we decided to evidence this feature by means of codes. 

5. Codification of the corpus 

In order to assign to each meaning of the verb its relevant representation, so that the 
lexical entry of each verb appears in a more detailed and complete form, we started 
a first - completely automatic - processing of our set of data. 

The first nucleus of data was obtained using a query program which allowed us 
to extract from the database three sets of lemmas, the definition of which contained 
the genus term 'rendere' (make), 'diventare' (become), 'divenire' (become). These 
were brought together and sorted both alphabetically by lemma (which evidenced the 
sequence of the formative prefixes) and by grammatical category (which grouped 
them according to thcir syntactical features). By using another program, the lemma 
number and the definition number were added to this data for each entry and the file 
containing this information was used to connect each verb to the base, noun or ad
jective, from which it derived. Finally we added to each entry the codes relative to the 
features analyzed. Table B is a sample from our set of entries as they appear after co
dification: the code E R G (which stands for ergative) in column 8 indicates that the 
verb under consideration shows the semantic/syntactic features typical of the ergative 
verbs, in particular the causative/inchoative alternation: codes C A U S / I N C O in co
lumn 7. The transitive tag V T has been referred to the meaning 'rendere' (make) and 
the non-transitive tag (pronominal, intransitive, pronominal-intransitive: V P , V I , V E ) 
to the meaning 'diventare' (become), and the relative auxiliary has been added (co
lumn 6: A = to have, E = to be). 

A s regards the aktionshart all the verbs of the set were given, by default, the 
code of 'telos' (goal in English), and the value Accomplishment (in table T T , column 
9, which stands for the Italian term Risultaiivo) were assigned to the transitive use, 
while the value Achievement (in the table T R for the Italian term Trasformativo) 
were assigned to the non-transitive use. A further codification was also given to thc 
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aflixes indicated in the last column, and next to them, in column 10, we indicated lhe 
value they have in the corpus. 

We shall obviously have to intervene later, and this time manually, to correct 
lhose values which (assigned by default) are not always correct. For example, while for 
the prefixes in- lhe intensive value is perfectly regular and thus correct, when the de-
privative code was assigned to the prefixes de- dis- s- the value is not always exact, be
cause, as already said, in some cases they have an intensive or a neutral value. 

Proposing this codification, compared lo lhe previous organization ofthe entries, 
lhe following values arc made explicit: 

1) lhe two genus terms 'rendere' and 'diventare' have been linked to the 
transitive and non transitive use respectively; 

2) lhe auxiliary selected by each of the two forms is indicated; 
3) ihe ergative nature of thc verbs and the causative/inchoative alterna

tion are evidenced; 
4) a value has been assigned lo thc aktionsarl although in its most basic 

and regular meaning; 
5) the affix and the semantic value: intensive, deprivative, repetitive, of 

which the affix is the carrier are made explicit. 
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FILE: VERBI SORT I f VM/SP CONVERSAT 1OMAL MONITOR SVSIEM 

O'.9S090V1E INCARBQIIIRE DIV CARBONE 
0<i9<<Q50VliP INCARARF O I V CARO 
044<i<i60VE lNCAROGNIRE DIV CAROGHA 
oa9u34ovTP SCAROGHIRE DIV CAROGHA 
D'i9'i520'JE lHCAR7APECORIRE DIV CARTAPECORA 
0*9<i950VE INCA7ARRARE DlV CATARROSO 
U*95!00VIE IIICATTlVIRE DIV С А И 1 Ѵ П 
0<.9S1 OOVTE INCATTlVIRE REN С А Т Г І Ѵ О 
0895550VT SCATTOLICIZZARE REH r.ATTOLICO OJ6G470V Г ESCAVARE REM CAVO 
ой95ггоѵт INCAVARE REII CAVO 
0 8 Q 5 6 7 0 V r SCAVARE REII CAVO 
Ü 1 Ч 171 0 VIT CElllRALIZZARE REII CENTRAL E 
0496)80V1 IIICERCOHJRE DIV CERCUtlE 
0198200VT CHIARARE REN CHIARO 
019B23OVT CIIIAREGGIARE REH CIIIARO 
O198350VT CllIARIFlCARE REH CHIARO 
0198<iAOV 1 E CHIAKIRE DIV CHIARO 
019B^OVTE CHIARIRE REH CHIARO 
0282960VTR DECLARARE RUI CHIARD 
0299380VTR OICHlARARE REII CHIARO 
08S37iOV7E RlSCHIARARE REH С Н І Д К О 
0898210VTE SCHIAftARE DIV CHIARO 
0898240VTE jCHIARIRE DIV CHIARO 
0898Z50VTE SCHIARIRE REH CHIARO 
0 0 0 7 7 7 0VTJ ACCECARE DIV CIECO 
0009Í8OVTI ACCIECARE DIV CIECO 
0«97600V7E INCITRUlLIRE DIV CITRULLO 
0497660VTI lHCIUCCHIRE DIV CIUCCO 
0497660Vtl INCIUCCHlRE REN CIUCCO 
0<i97690VI II.'CIVETTIffE orv CIVETTA 
CK97730VTP IIICIVILIRE DI V C7VILE 
0<i97730V7P IIICIVIlIRE REN CIVILE 
0<t9816OVI iriCQDAROIRE BIV C0OARD0 
02833<SOVT DECOlOHIZZARE REH COLONIA 
0498580VE IHCQLORARE DIV COLORE 
0225260VT COMICIZZARE REN COHIC0 
0500300VP lllCOMTADINARE DIV CONTADlNO 
0500980VTP IHCORDARE DIV CDRDA 
050Z06DVTE INCRETIHJRE REN CRETINO 
02i9020VT CRISTALLARE REN CRISTAL LO 
Ü270900VT CROHATIZZARE REN CROMATICO 
0502Ц90ѴТІ INCRUOELIRE REN CRUDELE 
0502<i90VTI INCRUOELIRE REM CRUDELE 
05O2StOVTE II(CRUDJRE DIV CRUDO 
050Z5*0VTE lNCRUDIRE REN CRUDO 
0843220VTE RINCRUDIRH DIV CRUDO 
05O259OVTP IMCRUSCARE DIV CRJSCA 
OÇ98290VTE INCOIARE DIV CUOIO 
05023<iOVTE IHCROIARE DIV CUOIO 
0502790VTE IHCUOIARE DIV CUO(0 
05Û2820VTE IHCUPIRE DIV CUPO 
0502820VTE IMCUPIRE REH CUPO 
0S02920VTP IHCURIOsrRE DIV CURIOSO 
027i<t80VTI CURVARE DIV CURVO 

T A B L E A 
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:llE: VERBI COD F VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM 

:NFROLLIRE FROl.LO —DIV VE m INCO ERGA TR INT :NFROLLIRE FROLlO CDIV VE E INCO ERGA TR lNT :NFRONDIRE FRDNDA H ODIV VI E INCO ERGA TR INT NFUNGHIRE FUHGO G DIV VE E INCO ERGA TR INT 'NFUOCARE FUOCO K REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT INT NFUOCARE FUOCO - K REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT INT NFURBIRE FURB0 } vDIV VE E INCO ERGA TR INT NFURFANTIRE FURFAHTE s s zDIV VI E INCO ERGA TR INT NFURIARE FURIOSO EDIV VIP E INCO ERGA TR INT NFUSTIRE FUSTO DIV VI E INCO ERGA TR INT .NGAGLIARDIRE GAGLIARDQ qREN VT A CAUS ERGA TT INT NGAGLIARDIRE GAGLIARDO Y * )DIV VE E IHCO ERGA TR IHT NGAGLlOFFARE GAGLIOFFO } • •REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT lNT NGAGLIOFFARE GAGLIOFFO B *DIV VP E INCO ERGA TR INT NGELOSIRE GELOSO 0 REN VT A CAUS ERGA IT INT 
HGElOSIRE GELOSO 0 DIV VE E INCO ERGA TR INT 
NGENTILIRE GENTILE 0 1 >REN vT A CAUS ERGA TT INT 
NGEHTlLIRE GEHTILE h oZ •DIV VPI E INCO ERGA TR INT HGESSARE GESSD ) 0o REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT INT 
HGIUCCHIRE GIUCCO 1- (REN vT A CAUS ERGA TT INT 
NGIUCCHlRE GIUCCO 1- DIV VI E INCO ERGA TR INT 
NGOBBlRE GOBBO 1\ DIV VE E INCO ERGA TR INT 
HGOFFIRE GOFFO n REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT lNT 
NGOFFIRE GOFFO l[ DlV VE E INCO ERGA TR INT 
NGOLOSIRE GULOSO г REN VT A CAL)S ERGA TT IHT 
NGOL0SIRE GOLOSO - 2 XDIV VE E INCO ERGA IR IHT 
NGRACILIRE GRACILE y 2- HREN VT A CAUS ERGA TT lNT 
NGRACILIRE GRACILE г- RDIV VE E INCO ERGA TR IHT 
MGRANDIRE GRANDE 0 2B REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT INT 
NGRANDIRE GRAHDE 2B DIV VIP E INCO ERGA TR IHT 
NGRASSARE GRASSO 0 21 REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT INT 
NGRASSARE GRASSO 21 eDIV VE E INCO ERGA TR 1 NT 
NGRASSARE GRASSO 21 iDIV VE E INCO ERGA TR INT 
NGRASSICCHIARE GRASSO 0 3 uDlV VI E INCO ERGA TR INT 
NGRAVIDARE GRAVIDO 3 REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT lHT 
NGRAV3DARE GRAVIDO 0 3 DlV VE E INCO ERGA TR INT 
NGRAZIARE GRAZIA 0 3- REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT IHT 
NGROSSARE GROSSO H 3 REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT INT 
NGROSSARE GROSSO 3 «DIV VEI E INCO ERGA TR INT 
NGROSSARE GROSSO 8 3 ÍDIV VEI E lNCO EKGA TR IHT 
NGRl)LURE GRULLO 1 35 TREH VT Л CAUS ERGA lT INT 
NGRULLIRE GRULL0 o 3§ 1 ODIV VI E lNCO ERGA TR INT 
NIMICARE HEMICO 8 йс REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT IHT 
NIMICARE NEMICD h Ac 2DIV VP E INCO ERGA TR INT 
NNASPRJRE ASPRO 6 EREN VT A CAUS ERGA TT INT 
NNASPRIRE ASPRO 6 lREN vT A CAUS ERGA TT lNT 
NNASPRIRE ASPRO ) i MDlV VE E luco ERGA TR INT 
HNERVARE NERVO 

) 
6c DIV VI E INCO ERGA TR INT 

NNERVOSIRE NERVOSO 6( REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT INT 
NNERVOSIRE NERVOSO 8 6( DIV VP E INCO ERGA TR INT 
NORGOGLlRE ORGOGLIOSO e B± REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT INT 
NOSTRARE OS1RO 9 pDIV VP E INCO ERGA TR IHT 
HOTTUSIRE OTTUSO 9 ) REN VT A CAUS ERGA IT INT 
HOTTUSIRE OTTUSO - 9 •DIV VI E INCO ERGA TR IN1 
NQUIETARE INOUIETO 9 REN VT A CAUS ERGA TT INT 

T A B L E B 
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